Creating Universal Voter ID Requirements in Arizona

If Passed In 2022, This Initiative:
Improves Existing In-Person Voter ID
requirements.
Establishes Voter ID For Mail-In Ballots, by
requiring the voter provide date of birth and
either the last four digits of their Social Security
Number, Arizona Driver’s License number, or
Arizona non-operating identification number in
addition to their signature on their mail-in
ballot affidavit.
Deters Ballot Harvesting By Enhancing Voter
ID Requirements.
Provides A FREE Voter ID Option to lawfully
registered Arizona Voters who need it for
voting.

Easy To Vote, Hard To Cheat that’s the

benchmark for elections. Arizona has an
accessible election system. Voters can vote
in-person on election day, early in-person
beginning 27 days before an election, and by
mail with a one-time request or perpetually with
the Active Early Voter List – no excuse required.

Voter ID is a common sense and critical

election integrity practice that reduces the
opportunity for illegal votes, illegitimate votes,
or fraudulent votes to occur.

States Around The Country require
identification from mail-in voters. Minnesota
requires and Georgia just signed into law the same
forms of identification as this initiative requires for
mail-in voters. North Carolina, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Ohio, and Florida require identification to
be included on applications for mail-in ballots
which must be submitted before each election.
Many other states such as Rhode Island require
witness signatures or for ballots to be notarized.
Arizona Voters Support Universal
Voter ID Requirements

It’s supported by every race, ethnicity, Republicans,
Democrats, and Independents.
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No matter WHEN you vote, WHERE you vote, or HOW you vote,
IDENTIFICATION WILL BE REQUIRED.

FAQs
How does this help solve the election integrity problem in Arizona?

This initiative tackles one major piece of the puzzle that has long been recognized as a critical election integrity measure:
Voter ID for mail-in ballots. The initiative includes this reform which failed to pass the legislature in 2021. It also closes a
loophole with current in person voter ID requirements which can only be addressed through a ballot initiative because the
laws are voter protected and the legislature’s hands are constitutionally tied. There is still room for continued reforms - this
initiative does not and will not conflict with those. Many of those reforms should be tackled legislatively. Election integrity
must be approached from many different angles and ensuring Universal Voter ID requirements is a crucial component.

Why do this through a ballot initiative?

Universal Voter ID failed last session at the legislature. Unless the members who voted against it change their mind, an
initiative would be the only way to enact Voter ID requirements on mail in ballots and is exactly what the initiative process
is for: when lawmakers do not take action on an issue important to the people. Additionally, this initiative improves the
existing in-person Voter ID requirements by removing the utility bill loophole. Since the existing law is already voter
protected, making any changes requires a ballot initiative – that cannot be done by the legislature.

Don’t I already show my ID when voting in person?

Yes, but under current law there is a workaround to the photo ID requirement allowing for two documents that contain

the voter’s name and address such as a utility bill or piece of mail. This initiative would remove the workaround to ensure
every voter is showing photo ID and only using an additional document like a utility bill if the address on their photo ID is
not updated and does not match their voter file.

Will this expose personal information?

No. Section 7 of the Act requires that the identification provided on mail-in ballots be concealed either with a privacy flap
or an outer envelope. Additionally, this type of identification is frequently entrusted to mail. Driver’s licenses are sent by
mail and most employees receive a W-2 from their employer by mail which typically includes the last four digits of their
social security number.

Will this disenfranchise voters?

No. All of the forms of acceptable identification are utilized in the daily lives of Arizonans to purchase alcohol or

cigarettes, obtain a driver’s license, board a commercial flight, donate blood, open a bank account, purchase a firearm,
receive unemployment benefits, obtain auto insurance, purchase or rent a home, among many other transactions.
Additionally, the Act provides for a free nonoperating identification to lawfully registered voters who need it for voting. Of
active voters on the Permanent Early Voter List (PEVL), 99.9% have this information on their registration file. The few who
do not will have ample time to contact their Recorder’s office to complete their file. County Recorders can and should
contact voters with incomplete files and help them add the necessary information in order to vote by mail.

Is this about relitigating 2020?

No. This is about future elections. Voter ID was good policy and a commonsense election integrity measure before 2020
and it will be after. A vote on this initiative and its passage would not change the outcome of 2020, it would only make
future elections more secure and give voters more confidence in the system.
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